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Dosimetric Aspects of Radiolabeled
Antibodies for Tumor Therapy
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Radioimmunotherapy (AlT) is rapidly attracting interest as a potential new weapon in the
arsenal for cancer therapy. This article concentrates on some of the dosimetnc aspects

affectingthe potentialsuccessof RIT,and examinesfactorswhichinfluencethe choiceof a
radiolabel for AlT. No radionuclide is likely to give an optimum tumor/nontumor insult for all
tumor types; therefore,

the concept of matching the source to tumor morphology

is

introduced. Lists of candidate radionuclides are given, classified according to the type of
decay, range, and energy of the emission. The article examines how the choice of
radionuclide for radiolabeling the antibody affects the local energy deposition in the tumor.
Both the effect of tumor size on the energy absorbed fraction and the problem of antibody
binding heterogeneity are discussed. The approach to AlT is to relate the choice of

radionuclideto the physicalpropertiesof the tumor.
J NucI Med 27:1490â€”1497,1986

ver the past few years there has been a
considerable growth in interest in the potential use of
antibodies as carriers of radionuclides for cancer ther
apy. Pressman ( 1) showed as early as 1946 that poly
clonal antibodies directed against antigens expressed on
tumor cells could be used to localize radionuclides in
tumor. The production of several new tumor-seeking
antibodies and the development ofthe hybridoma tech
nology for producing monoclonal antibodies (MoAb)
by Koehler and Milstein (2) in 1975 have produced a
revival of interest in the potential of radiolabeled anti
bodies for tumor therapy.
Among those things to be considered when evaluat
ing the potential

success

following:
1. High tumor-binding

of any RIT protocol

specificity.

are the

Obviously,

the

success of any radiolabeled tumor-seeking antibody
therapy will depend on the specificity and affinity of
the antibody (Ab) for the tumor.
2. Antibody uptake and catabolism. The time factor
is another important consideration: the rapidity of tu
mor uptake, the half-life ofthe Ab in the tumor relative
to other tissues, and the speed of clearance from the
normal tissues; in particular from areas affecting dose
limiting

organs

such as the bone marrow

(3,4).

3.Choiceof radionuclide.
Oncetheradiolabeled
Ab
has reached the tumor a radionuclide is required which
maximizes the radiation dose in the tumor while sparing
as far as possible the effect on radiation sensitive tissues
from circulating Ab.
This article will focus on point 3.

REQUIREMENTS
OF A SUITABLE
RADIONUCLIDE
FOR
RADIOIMMUNOThERAPY
Tumor morphologies are extremely varied and Ab
binding and retention will vary depending on the Ab
or Ab fragment used. To optimize the treatment of a
particular cancer it may therefore be necessary to tailor
the Ab radiolabel to suit the individual tumor under
attention. Many of the properties requiring considers
tion in the selection of a suitable radionuclide for
radioimmunotherapy
(RIT) have been discussed in
some detail by Wessels and Rogus (5). They include
the importance ofradionuclide half-life, radiation emis
sions, ratio of penetrating to nonpenetrating radiations,
decay products (whether active), production
mode
(availability), etc.
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Suitable Radionuclides for RIT
Lists of suitable radionuclides for labeling tumor
associated or tumor-specific Abs have been given by

England.

Wessels
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mann et al. ( 7). From a thorough radionuclide search
the author would like to suggest some new sources for
consideration. Due to the diversity ofthe possible radio
nuclide requirements for RIT the author has found it
instructive to classify the list of appropriate radio
nuclides into five groups of sources depending on the
range of action of the predominent radiation emission:
1. Alpha emitters;

2. Low-range beta emitters (mean range <200 jzm);
3. Medium-range beta emitters (200 jzm<, mean
range<l mm);
4. High-range

beta emitters

(mean

range

>1 mm);

of lead-2 12 (22Pb) with a 10.6-hr half-life, it might be
possible to conjugate 212Pb to an Ab and thus generate
the alpha-source in situ. Unfortunately, the peak 2t2Bi
activity occurs at 3.8 hr, perhaps too early to fully
exploit the peak in tumor uptake. Nevertheless, ifa lead
Ab conjugation can be formed which remains stable
following the transmutation to bismuth and beta-recoil
(â€˜-@â€˜2
eV), the potential of 212Pb is possible greater than
21 â€˜At.

The paucity of suitable alpha-sources is because al
pha-emitters are usually the heavier elements (atomic
number >82) which decay to unstable daughters. This
is a problem because the alpha-recoil (typically of sev
eral hundred keY) will rupture the radionuclide-anti
body ligand leaving the daughter product to diffuse
away from the tumor. The advantage of beta sources
for therapy is the wide choice of candidates giving
flexibility in the choice ofparticle range and also greater
scope to the chemist who has to attach these sources to
the Ab.
2. Low-range beta sources (mean range <200 sm).
Candidates for this category include: phosphorus-33,

and
5. Radionuclides which decay by electron capture
and/or internal conversion.
In the process of selection, emphasis was placed on
radionuclides with: half-lives between 6 hr and 4 wk,
with low yields of penetrating radiations (gamma- or x
ray sources suitable for imaging were not considered
here unless combined with desirable therapeutic prop
erties), obtainable carrier-free (to maximize the ratio of
radiolabeled-to-cold
Ab so that problems of antigen
saturation at too low radiation dose levels are avoided),
tin-12l,
lutetium-l77,
osmium-191
(â€˜910s),and gold
and without hazardous daughter products (which may
199 (â€˜99Au).As with alpha-sources the usefulness of
contribute significantly to the nontumor tissue dose).
these sources in the treatment
of solid tumors rely on
The lists given below do not claim to be comprehensive.
the uniformity of the Ab distribution through the tu
Some radionuclides which have been suggested in the
mor. The emission of internal conversion electrons
literature (6, 7) for RIT, e.g., lanthanum-l40,
rhodium
following beta-decay and associated Auger electrons
101 m, palladium-lOO, and ruthenium-97,
have not
(see 5., below) from some of these sources, e.g., â€˜9Os
been recommended here where it is the opinion of the
and â€˜99Au,
can make a significant enhancement to the
author that they do not adequately fulfill the above
local energy deposition, the importance of which will
mentioned criteria. Many of the beta sources proposed
be discussed later. Unfortunately, no method for the
below can be produced carrier-free with a reactor.
carrier-freeproduction could be found for 191Ã˜@â€¢
How
1. Alpha sources. The appeal of alpha-particles are ever, â€˜99Au
may be produced carrier-free by a platinum
their short range (â€˜@-50â€”90
@tm)and high linear energy
l98(n,-y) reaction and also produces a 42% yield of
transfer (LET) (â€”-80keV/@zm). An alpha-particle tra
0. 159 MeV photons ideal for simultaneous imaging.
versing the diameter of a l0-@m nucleus deposits an
3. Medium-range
beta sources (200 @m<, mean
energy of 800 keV, equivalent to an absorbed dose of range <1 mm). Possible medium range beta-sources
-@-0.25Gy. For cells with a mean lethal dose (D0) for include: scandium-47,
copper-67, arsenic-77 (77As),
alpha-particles of between 0.7â€”1.0 Gy (8), only @3â€”6rhodium-lOS, palladium-109 (â€˜Â°@Pd),
silver-l 11, iodine
alpha hits per cell nucleus are required to reduce the
131 (â€˜@â€˜I),
praseodymium-143,
terbium-16l,
and rhen
fraction of surviving cells in the population to an aver
ium-186 (â€˜86Re).Iodine-l3 1 is the most familiar and
age of 37%. The equivalent number of beta-particle
the only radionuclide at present to have been used in
traversals to produce the same energy deposition in a RIT with patients ( 12,13). However, the choice of this
tumor cell would be @@-400
times higher even before
radionuclide has not been because it is the optimum
considering radiation quality or other dose modifying
for RIT. Indeed, the yield of penetrating gamma radia
effects.
tion with â€˜@â€˜I
constitutes 2/3the absorbed dose equivalent
Potential alpha-emitting radionuclides for RIT are
of this source which has a high escaping fraction from
astatine-2l 1 (2'At) and bismuth-2l2
(212Bi). Experi
most primary tumors and their metastases. In the above
mental trials with 21â€˜At-conjugated Abs on a murine
list, methods of carrier-free production could be found
lymphoma system are in progress by co-workers of the
for all sources except â€˜Â°@Pd
and â€˜86Re.
In spite of this
author (9) and elsewhere ( 10). Bismuth-2 12 has per
disadvantage the usefulness of â€˜Â°@Pd-labeled
Abs in
haps a too short half-life (60.6 mm) to be used alone,
murine tumors is being investigated (14).
although in vitro investigations
using 212Bi-labeled
4. Long-range beta sources (mean range >1 mm).
MoAbs have demonstrated the effectiveness of alpha
Potential candidates here include: phosphorus-32, ytt
particles ( 11). However, because 212Biis a decay product
rium-90 (@Â°Y),
and rhenium-i 88. The latter two radio
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nuclides can be produced from strontium-90 and wol
fluctuations in absorbed dose, the magnitude of which
fram-188 generators, respectively. The prospect of @Â°Y although extremely difficult to calculate, could never
labeled Abs for RIT is under current investigation by theless be deeply relevant to achieving a specific level
Hnatowich ( 15).
of cell sterilization. This problem in microdosimetry is
5. Electron capture (EC) and internalconversion (IC) being given serious attention at our laboratory.
decaying radionuclides. In both processes of EC and IC
A general appraisal of the potential of radiolabeled
an inner shell electron vacancy is created in the atom. Abs for treatment oflarge tumor masses or small tumor
This vacancy when filled by an inner shell electron
metastases is difficult without detailed information on
transition introduces new vacancies into the atom
the microdistribution
of the Abs relative to the tumor
target. The rest of this paper will be concerned with
which are in turn filled and develop into an avalanche

of electron transitions in which x-rays and a copious
flux of Auger electrons are released. Most of the Auger

electrons emitted are of very short range (<1 @m)and
therefore are only ofimportance ifthe source is attached
or localized very close to the target DNA ( 16). With IC
an electron ofhigh energy (several keY or even hundred
keY) may be released resulting from the transfer of
nuclear excitation energy to an orbital electron. Sources

for consideration which decay by EC or IC include:
germanium-71
(7Ge), palladium-l03
(â€˜Â°3Pd),
anti
mony-l 19, cesium-i 3 1 (â€˜3Cs), platinum-l93m,
and
mercury-l97. The potential of sources with emission

what insight into this problem can be obtained from
the preliminary calculations that have been performed
at our laboratory using simple tumor models.
Absorbed Dose Calculations for Radiolabeled
Antibodies with Solid Tumors
Assuming the ideal situation of a small spherical

clump of tumor cells into which Abs rapidly diffuse,
bind in a fairly uniform distribution, and then clear
from the surrounding tissue (Fig lA), estimations of the

radiation dose to such a hypothetical tumor mass can
quite easily be made for any given radionuclide. Such
calculations have been performed for two hypothetical

ranges less than a cell diameter, e.g., 71Geor â€˜Â°3Pd,
attached to membrane bound Abs is as yet unknown
unless internalized and brought in close proximity to
the nuclear DNA. In spite of these difficulties the po
tential of Auger emitters in RIT has been discussed

tumor sizes (100 zm and 500 @mradii) for five radio
nuclides: 21â€˜At,an alpha-emitter,

and @Â°Y,
77As, â€˜@Au,

and â€˜@â€˜I,
all beta-emitters of varying ranges. Iodine-l3 1

has been included for reference since this radionuclide
is frequently used in nuclear medicine. A computer
(7,17).All thesources
discussed
aboveexceptâ€˜31Cs,
for code was developed to obtain the absorbed fractions for
which there is a barium-i 3 1 generator, need to be
any beta-source. The Harwell BEDE code of Baker (22)
produced on a cyclotron.

wasusedto calculatethe beta-spectrumwith 200energy

RADIOLABELED MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIES
FOR TUMOR THERAPY:

DOSIMETRIC

PROBLEMS

The behavior

of circulating

intervals between 0 and Emax. For each energy the
electron range r0 was obtained by interpolation between
the ICRU ranges (23) and then converted into a scaled
range of d/ro, where d is the tumor diameter. Using

Abs on their passage

through tumor is a complicated one and the distribution
of Ab binding is therefore not necessarily uniform.
There are at least two reasons for this. First, the irregular
nature ofthe tumor vasculature will result in a complex

pattern of diffusiongradients guiding the Abs through
the tumor. Second, immunohistochemical studies with
MoAbs have shown that the antigens against which the
MoAbs have been directed may not be expressed uni
formly throughout a whole tumor cell population.
These studies often show a patchwork image of areas
with high Ab binding alternating with areas of poor or
no Ab binding ( 18-20). These areas oflow Ab binding,
subsequently referred to as â€œcold-regions,â€•
represent
possible trouble spots in tumors with which any pro
posed Ab therapy must successfully contend. The con
ditions of a homogeneous distribution of sources in the
tumor, a tacit assumption in the Medical Internal Ra
diation Dose (MIRD) type calculations (21), is not
necessarily valid. Indeed the whole concept of calculat
ing a single mean radiation absorbed dose might conceal
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FIGURE 1
A: Calculationof energy absorbed fraction is based on
simple model of spherical tumor of radius A containing
homogeneous distribution of sources. B: Diagram of sim
pIe model used for radiation dose calculations of dose

profile (dose at distance z inside sphere surface) across
tumor â€œcold-region.â€•
â€œCold-regionâ€•
here is assumed to be

sphereof variableradiusA containingno radiolabeledAb
but surroundedby uniformdistributionof hot Ab
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IEquilibrium
TABLE
Radiolabeledwith
Absorbed Dose Constants, Energy Absorbed Fractions, and Estimates of the Weight of IgG,
PotentialCandidateRadionuclidesfor Therapy(Assuming1:1
AbsorbedDose
Labeling),to Producea SterilizingTumor
of 80 Gy in 4 Dayswt.

IgGD1,@,
80Isotope
tumor)â€œâ€˜At
Emission

@

(rad/@@Ci/g)

0.004390@@@
alpha
0.22@As

beta

(100 ,zm)

(500 @m)

150

â€”0.5

â€”0.9

118

0.015

0.097

0.137
0.412

0.48
0.80

0.701@Au beta
beta

23
20
1.541

<0.011311

1
2.40gamma
beta

convert

0.17

99
from

rad/pci/g

to

<0.01

33

<0.01.
To

oflabeled

J/Bq

multiply

by

for tumordoseof
Gy (@g/g

0.54

<0.01

2.703*10_b.

data from the influence functions of Charlton (24,25)
for spherical interfaces the average energy absorbed
fraction in the tumor could be calculated. The data are

presented in Table 1. Column 3 gives the absorbed dose
under equilibrium conditions D@, defined as the cu
mulative specific activity times the equilibrium dose
constant (21 ). Columns 4 and 5 give the fraction of the
equilibrium absorbed dose which is absorbed in tumor
spheres of 100 @mand 500 @mradii. The absorbed
dose to a tumor is the product of the equilibrium dose

to sterilize micrometastases than would be a pure beta
emitter.

In the above it has been assumed that the Abs dis
tribute uniformly through the tumor. Low densities of
tumor antigen (â€œcold-regionsâ€•)
and nonuniformities of
radionuclide

distribution

due to capillary vasculature

(or lack of) in the tumor will lead to a less effective
sterilization

of the tumor as a whole. This is because

some areas ofthe tumor receive a greater radiation dose
for the required level of sterilization resulting in over

and the absorbed dose fraction for the specified tumor

kill, at the expense of others which receive less than the

dimensions. Assuming a tumor sterilization dose of,
say, 80 Gy and an antibody (IgG) molecular weight of
160,000 it is possible to calculate the weight of labeled

average radiation dose and as a consequence a reduced

IgG, (1: 1 labeling has been assumed here), required to

level of cell sterilization occurs. A computer code has
been developed to calculate radiation absorbed frac
tions in tumors of varying size and also to investigate

deliver this specified radiation dose in a given time t
(taken as 4 days here). Column 6 gives the weights of
labeled IgG per gram of tumor, assuming an absorbed
fraction of 1 for electrons and 0 for photons although
these values should be a function of the tumor size.

the effect of such â€œcold-regionsâ€•
on the dose profile
across a tumor. Using the simplifying assumption of a

For particles of very short range, e.g., alpha-particles,

the tumor as a fraction of the equilibrium absorbed

the absorbed

fraction

is nearly always

1.0. For the

longer-range beta-particles, as the ratio of the target
diameter to particle range decreases (d/r0), so a larger
fraction of the energy escapes the site of the tumor.
Therefore, if the Abs reach a uniform distribution
quickly, it might be expected that the greatest tumor!

nontumor dose ratio would be achieved with sources of
predominently short range emissions. Also, since the
equilibrium absorbed dose is proportional to the emit
ted particle energy, there is an advantage with low

spherical enclosed cold-region ofradius

R devoid of hot

Ab around which the radiolabeled Abs are uniformly
distributed

(Fig. iB), the radiation

dose profile across

dose was calculated for varying cold-region
different beta-ray sources.

radii and

Once again use was made of the data from Charlton
(24), whose elegant method for calculating the energy

lost through a spherical interface also enables the in
verse case, i.e., the energy flow into a sphere from
outlying sources, to be solved. Chariton performed such
calculations only for monoenergetic sources. This was

developed for beta-sources including any additional
internal conversion electrons emitted and the results of

energybeta-sourcesthat the radiation dose from labeled such calculations are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for three
antibodies not reaching the tumor is correspondingly
less per decay than with a higher-energy beta-source.
Sources with a large component of gamma-emission
are less well suited for this type of Ab therapy since the
local absorbed energy fraction in a tumor of the dimen
sions discussed here is extremely small (<i %). For this

radionuclides of interest: @Â°Y,
77As, and â€˜@Au,repre
sentative of sources of high, medium, and low-energy
beta-particles. The radiation dose to successive layers

ofthe tumor cold-region at increasing distance, z, from
the edge of the source-filled area decreases rapidly. At
distances for which z >rmax, the range of the maximum

reason, â€˜@â€˜I,
for which the gamma dose contributes 2/3 energy beta-particle, a region of tumor appears which
ofthe total equilibrium

dose, is perhaps less well suited
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 4

Profile of beta-particle absorbed dose rate per unit relative

Same as Figs. 2 and 3 for â€œcold-regionâ€•
surrounded by

specificactivityacrossâ€œcold-regionâ€•
of radiusA in tumor

1@Au-labeled
Abs. As with Fig. 3, entire electroncontn

(see Fig. 1B), surrounded by uniform distribution of @Â°Ybution, i.e., beta and internal conversion electron to dose
labeled Abs. Equilibrium absorbed dose constant for @Â°Yprofile has been considered but small photon contribution
is 1.984 g.red/@Ci.hr = 1.489*10'Â° J/Bq.s in SI units. ignored. Equilibrium dose constant for 1@Auelectrons is
Ordinategivesfractionof thisequilibriumvalueas fUnCtiOn 0.302 g.rad/@zCi.hr
or 0.227s10_10J/Bq.s in SI units

of distancez fromedgeof â€œcold-sphereâ€•
for differentâ€œcold
regionâ€•
radii.(â€¢)
= 0.5 @m
radius;(0) = 1.0 @im
radius;(@)
the latter situation the only radiation dose contribution
= 2.0
@m radius;
and
(0) = 4.0
@m radius
to a tumor cell is from radiolabeled Abs actually bound
to that cell; there is almost no crossfire effect due to
Dose profiles such as Figs. 2â€”4
indicate for three beta
radiolabeled Abs bound to adjacent cells. The highest

sources the level by which the specificactivity of the
labeled Ab in the tumor

must be raised to deliver a

therapeutic dose to cold-regions of a particular diame
ter, d. It might be concluded therefore that for larger
tumor sizes where nothing is known about Ab distri
bution or the existance of cold-regions,

the preference

would be for a higher energy beta-source, though long
range emissions mean greater absorbed dose contribu
tions from adjacent areas to such dose limiting organs

as the bone marrow.
Microdosimetry of Radiolabeled
Nonsolid Tumors

Antibodies for

The tumor as a solid mass, even ifa small metastasis,
presents a different problem to that of a large number

of isolated cells, e.g., circulating leukemia cells, since in

absorbed dose ratio of tumor cell/nontumor
cell per
unit relative specific activity that can be achieved in
this situation with RIT occurs in the comparison of
100% Ab binding to the circulating tumor cells vs. no
Ab-tumor cell binding. In the latter case, representing

the administration of an Ab with no tumor cell speci
ficity, the radiation dose to both circulating tumor and

nontumor cells is the same. However, even with 100%
Ab binding to tumor cell membrane antigen, most of
the radiation emitted from the surface of a tumor cell
fails to deposit any energy in that tumor cell nucleus to
which the radiolabeled Ab is bound. The particle emis
sion, assumed an alpha-particle in Fig. 5, may go in
any direction; it may hit the nuclei of adjacent cells, or
perhaps traverse only extracellular material. The energy
deposition in cell nuclei E,, tumor or otherwise, from

radiolabeled Abs with no particular tumor cell specific
0

ityisgivenby:

1.0

E,=V@sro*LET.

0.8
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FIGURE 3
Same as Fig. 2 for â€œcold-regionâ€•
surroundedby @As
labeledAbs. Only electron dose contributionhas been
considered here, photon component contributing only
small component to total tumor dose. Equilibriumdose
constant for

@Aselectrons is 0.487 g.rad/@Ci.hr or

0.366s10_10
J/Bq.s in SI units
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volume
gives

â€¢ â€¢
.

(I)

occupied
the

by cell

length

of

inactivation,

which

ergy

transfer

(LET),

may

contribute

to

nuclei

Vt,. The

particle

track

when
gives
cellular

product

V@sro
to

cell

multiplied

by the linear

en

the

deposition

energy

inactivation.

contributing

The

which
rest

of

the

energy is wasted intercellularly or in the cell cytoplasm;

note that much of the energy deposited in cell nuclei
may also make no contribution

to cell sterilization,

although this will not be discussed here. The fraction of
this energy deposited in tumor-to-nontumor
cell nuclei
is then given by the ratio of tumor-to-nontumor
cells.

For the ideal case of all radiolabeled Abs binding to

TheJournalof NuclearMedicine
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be expressed as the ratio of Eqs. (2) to (1):

DA=@T

(3)

From the four parameters above which determine
the tumor/nontumor cell dose ratio three are constants

0

ofthebiological
system,
theonlyphysical
variablebeing
the particle range which will depend on the choice of
radionuclide.

To estimate

the order of magnitude

of

the dose ratio for different radiation emissions approx
imate assumptions of the values of pr, T, and V@,have
been made. Assuming cells of 10 @mand 20 @imnuclear

and cellular diameter, respectively, the solid angle w
subtended by the cell nucleus of a source anywhere on
the cell surface membrane (Fig. 5) is w/4ir (for the cell
FIGURE 5
Schematic representation

of section of tissue infiftrated

with tumorcells(tumorand nontumorcellsbeingindistin
guishable).
Activetumorspecificor associatedAbsbind
to tumor cells only. This figure shows solid anglew sub
tendedby tumorcell nucleusby radiolabeledAb decaying
on that cell surface.Straightline tracks representalpha
tracks,someof whichmayhit tumor cellnudei, nontUmor
cell nuclei,cellularcytoplasm,or evendeposittheir entire
energyin extra-nuclearmaterial
tumor cells, the tumor cell dose enhancement above
normal cells arises from energy deposition in those
tumor cell nuclei to which the Ab is bound. With no
tumor cell aggregations the probability of an adjacent
cell being a tumor or nontumor cell is given by the
fraction oftumor or nontumor cells to the total number

dimensions assumed here, w
value of pr gives the probability

on the cell surface traverses the cell nucleus; in the
example given, only one in 16 particles emitted on a
cell surface membrane traverses its nucleus. This pa

rameter is sensitive to the cytoplasm width and there
fore could in reality be considerably higher if the cell
has less cytoplasm or some of the Ab became internal

ized into the cell nucleus. Under this simple geometry
the mean path length for straight line traversals of the
nucleus has been calculated (in this example it is 6.57

@m
although this parameter is not very sensitive and is
approximately though not exactly 2d/3, the mean chord
length ofa sphere). The value ofV@, the fractional tissue
volume occupied by cell nuclei, can be obtained from
histological

sections.

From the principle

of cells present. Therefore, the dose to cells in the
neighborhood is as for the homogeneous source distri
bution case expressed in Eq. (1), i.e., there is zero tumor

dose enhancement for these cells.
The energy deposition E2 in a tumor cell nucleus to
whose outer cell membrane

a radiolabeled

Ab binds is

given by:

ofDelesse

where pr is the probability

(2)

that the particle traverses

the tumor cell nucleus, i.e., the fraction of solid angle
by the nucleus

from

the point

ofdecay

on

the cell surface membrane, and T is the mean path
length of a straight line track weighted within the solid

angle w across the nucleus. The product pr*T gives the
average particle path length across the tumor cell nu
cleus. Multiplication by the particle LET yields the
energy deposition. Note that for very short path lengths
(<I 5 @zm),as with many Auger electron energies, the

range of the emission cannot reach or fully traverse a
cell nucleus and in such cases E2 in Eq. (2) may be zero

or require the expression for T to be corrected to include
â€˜stoppers',i.e., incomplete particle traversals of the nu
cleus.
The dose advantage due to Ab binding DA can now
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(26),

Aa=vv,

(4)

i.e., the mean area fraction A,, of cell nuclear material

to total area is equal to the mean nuclear volume
fraction to total volume V, for a section of infinitesimal

thickness. Using nuclear stained sections of i-sm thick
ness a good estimate of V, can be obtained.

E2=pr*T*LET,

w subtended

7/4 steradians). The
that a particle emitted

(Because

an area fraction and not an absolute area is required,
any section shrinkage

provided

uniform

should

not

disturb the estimate of V@.)Estimates of DA are given
below on the basis of V@= 1/10. Tissues with sparser
cell densities result in a more favorable DA, since radi

olabeled Abs which do not reach their target (tumor
cells), deposit a smaller fraction of their total energy in
cell nuclear material (so the cell inactivation
Absorbed Dose Enhancement

is less).

in Nonsolid Tumors

from Different Decay Types
Typical values of DA for an alpha- and beta-emitting
radionuclide of range 60 @mand 0.5 mm, respectively,
are 0.068 and 0.008 based on the assumptions men
tioned above. In both cases the dose enhancement to

tumor cells is inexploitably small when the gain from
cross-fire present in a solid tumor is lost. However, an
electron source with a range of only 15 @zmwould yield
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a DAof about 0.27, i.e., a 27% enhancement in radia
tion dose between tumor and nontumor. Sources of
such low-energy electrons are those radionuclides which
decay by electron or internal conversion, where Auger
electrons or IC electrons can typically be of the appro

ular radionuclide to the Ab, and on the careful choice
of radionuclide most suited to treat the tumor in ques
tion. With rapid improvements in these areas inevitable,
the prospect of the development of successful therapy

protocols is likely to occur in the near future.

priate range. Therefore, sources with a prolific emission
oflow-energy electrons, e.g., antimony-I 19, appear op
timal for RIT applied to nonsolid tumors.
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The type of radionuclide required for RIT should
take consideration ofthe tumor morphology. For highly
cellular packed tumors, e.g., lymphomas or hepatocel
lular carcinoma, with little connective tissue the cross
fire from using long-range beta sources makes a positive
contribution to the tumor dose.
As the tumor mass decreases the gain from crossfire
becomes rapidly smaller as the fraction ofenergy escap
ing the tumor increases. Therefore, the choice of
shorter-range emitters becomes more appropriate. Un
der single cell conditions, i.e., the application of RIT to
the elimination of circulating tumor cells, sources with
emissions no greater than the diameter of the cell are
recommended, since any crossfire from longer-range
emissions contribute more to the accumulation of ra
diation dose in such dose-limiting organs as the bone
marrow than to the individual tumor cells. One obvious
disadvantage of such very short-range-emitting
radio
nuclides in RIT is that the success of the therapy
requires the Ab carrier to bind to each and every tumor
stem cell. The situation of eliminating the tumor stem
cell population is more optimistic for the case of clusters

of tumor cells where a short-range radiation emission
may result in sufficient crossfire to sterilize tumor stem
cells in the cluster devoid of the appropriate antigen.
Experimental

studies on the extravascular

movement

of Ab through tumors using autoradiography as well as
immunohistochemical
studies showing antigen distri
bution (the size of any cold-regions) would provide
invaluable information in assisting the choice of radio
nuclides suitable for therapy. Such data could help, for

a given tumor, resolve the conflict between the choice
of a radionuclide, namely that a short-range emission
maximizes local energy deposition but at the possible

expense of being unable to produce high enough dose
levels in any cold-regions existing in the tumor.
The prospect of using radiolabeled Abs as a new tool
for therapy represents a challenge to cancer therapy.
Although from the aspect of radiation physics radiola
beled Abs do not appear to present the magic bullet
breakthrough hoped for, their contribution to the arse
nal ofcancer therapy weapons might be of considerable
importance. The likely success of such a therapy will
hinge on many factors, in particular, the Ab-tumor
binding specificity, the labeling efficiency of the partic
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